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Abstra t. Summaries of the le tures given on Mar h 1214, 2002 in
Lviv in the frames of the "Ising le tures" (a workshop on phase transitions and riti al phenomena). The workshop is organized annually by
the Institute for Condensed Matter Physi s of the National A ademy of
S ien es of Ukraine and the Chair for Theoreti al Physi s of the Ivan
Franko National University of Lviv.
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Introdu tion

Ernest Ising (10.05.1900  11.05.1998).

The idea to set-up in Lviv an annual seminar on phase transitions and
riti al phenomena holding the name of Ising le tures" appeared in 1997,
when a group of Lviv physi ists learned from Professor Sigismund Kobe
about history of life of Ernest Ising (see S. Kobe, J. Stat.Phys. 88, 991
(1997) and J.Phys.Stud. 2, 1 (1998)). For many of us the name of Ising
was deep in the beginning of history of phase transitions theory and we
were really surprized learning that he was still in a good health then
and hearing about his life and adventures during the period after the
"Ising model" was born. The Ising model is one of the lassi al models
in physi s of phase transitions and it seemed for us quite natural to all
the seminar by the name of Ising. Sin e 1997 the seminar is regularly
organized by the Institute for Condensed Matter Physi s of the National
A ad. S i. of Ukraine and Ivan Franko National University of Lviv. The
seminar aims in promoting and deepening studies of riti al phenomana
as well as ex hanging information between s holars working in this eld.
More detailed information may be a hieved from our institute's server:
http://www.i mp.lviv.ua following links " onferen es" and Ising Le tures".
This year the program of the seminar onsisted of seven le tures
given by the leading s holars in their elds. Ea h of the le tures ontained
both a review giving the omprehensive state-of-art in the subje t hosen
by the le turer as well as the orinal part. The last was presented in
the way whi h allowed also an understanding by students whi h widely
attended the seminar. On behalf of the organizers I would like to express
my warmest appre iation to the le turers for their ex ellent work as
well as to the S ien e Support Foundation (Lviv) and the Institute for
Condensed Matter Physi s of the National A ad. S i. of Ukraine for the
partial nan ial support. The abstra ts of the le tures are given below
in the order the letures were given. The texts of the le tures will apear
separately.
Yurij Holovat h
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Some problems of the theory of strongly orrelated ele tron systems
are dis ussed in the le ture. A brief review of the history of the main
ideas and model development (from the Bogoliubov polar model of the
metal, Hubbard model and its extensions to the Fali ov-Kimball and
pseudospin-ele tron models) is given.
The dynami al mean eld theory (DMFT) approa h, whi h is exa t
in the limit of the innite dimension of spa e, is presented on the example
of the binary alloy latti e model. It provides a derivation of equations
for the oherent potential and ele tron Green's fun tion in an analyti
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form as well as expressions for the grand anoni al potential and stati
sus eptibilities in the ases of the exa tly solvable models.
Besides the binary alloy model the pseudospin-ele tron model (PEM)
and Fali ov-Kimball (FK) one belong to the models of this kind. The
results of re ent investigations of the FK model performed by various
groups are dis ussed. The main features of the energy spe trum and
thermodynami s of the model as well as phase transitions into modulated
or segregated phases are onsidered.
Spe ial attention is paid in the le ture to the pseudospin-ele tron
model whi h appeared in the last few years in onne tion with the investigation of the high-T super ondu tors and systems with hydrogen
bonds (the model is losely related to the FK model but diers by the
regime of the thermodynami al averaging pro edure). The results of investigation of the equilibrium states of PEM (using its various versions)
within the DMFT s heme and by means of the generalized random phase
approximation are analyzed and ompared. The possibilities of appli ation of the PEM to des ription of the inhomogeneous states and stru ture
instabilities in the high-T super ondu ting systems are dis ussed.
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The random Potts model

Bertrand Ber he

Universite Henri Poin are, Nan y-1, FRANCE

Inuen e of un orrelated, quen hed disorder on the phase transition
of two dimensional Potts models will be reviewed. After an introdu tion where the onditions of relevan e of quen hed randomness on phase
transitions are exemplied by some experimental measurements, the results of perturbative and numeri al investigations in the ase of the Potts
model will be presented. The Potts model is of parti ular interest, sin e
it an have in the pure ase a se ond-order or a rst-order transition,
depending on the number of states per spin. In 2d, transfer matrix alulations and Monte Carlo simulations are used in order to he k the
validity of onformal invarian e methods in disordered systems. These
te hniques are then used to investigate the universality lass of the disordered Potts model, in both regimes of the pure model phase transitions.
A test of repli a symmetry is made possible through a study of multis aling properties.
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Two-dimensional polymers, the Edwards
model and O(n=0) eld theory

Christian von Ferber

Universitat Freiburg, GERMANY

In this le ture, we dis uss the s aling properties of long exible polymer hains in two dimensions. We ompare perturbative expansions of
the Edwards model, latti e Monte Carlo simulations, and exa t results
using onformal invarian e and 2D quantum gravity for the (s aling)
properties of random walks with self and/or mutual avoidan e intera tions. We are espe ially interested in the question of the universality
of the problem of self and mutually avoiding walks in two dimensions
(2D), as well as in validating multifra tality found in these situations by
eld theoreti methods based on the Edwards model and by a onformal
theory.
We fo us on model star opolymers in two dimensions: walks or poly-
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mers of dierent spe ies with a ommon starting point; the spe ies avoid
ea h other mutually.
In our eld theoreti approa h we mapped the problem of nding
the s aling properties of the opolymer star to that of determining the
anomalous dimensions of appropriate lo al eld operator produ ts. Resummation of the perturbation series for these dimensions provides reliable numeri values for a family of exponents that displays multifra tal
behavior.
A re ent extension of the onformal theory for 2D polymers to random graphs using methods of 2D gravity has revealed an exa t derivation
of this multifra tal spe trum whi h is in remarkable oin iden e with the
perturbative results for a number of situations.
To further investigate this oin iden e with respe t to universality
and moreover to un over the reasons for deviations, we have undertaken
a series of MC simulations on the latti e where the implementation of
avoidan e and topologi al restri tions of 2D polymers is most natural.
While we onrm the universality of the 2D star opolymer problem of
walks with topologi al avoidan e it appears to onstitute a lass separate
from the 2D Edwards and O(n) models with repelling intera tions.
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Field theoreti al approa hes in the
super ondu ting phase transition

Flavio Nogueira

Freie Universit
at Berlin, GERMANY

Several eld theoreti al approa hes to the super ondu ting phase
transition are dis ussed. Emphasis is given to theories of s aling and
renormalization group in the ontext of the Ginzburg-Landau theory
and its variants. Also dis ussed is the duality approa h, whi h allows
the a ess to the strong oupling limit of the Ginzburg-Landau theory.
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Relaxation in quantum spin hains

Dragi Karevski

Universite Henri Poin are, Nan y-1, FRANCE

The aim of this le ture is to give a pedagogi al introdu tion to the
exa t equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties of free fermioni quantum spin hains. In a rst part we present in full details the anoni al
diagonalisation pro edure and review qui kly the equilibrium dynami al
properties. The phase diagram is analysed and possible phase transitions
are dis ussed.
The remaining part is devoted to the nonequilibrium dynami al behaviour of su h quantum hains relaxing from a nonequilibrium pure
initial state. In parti ular, a spe ial attention is made on the relaxation
of transverse magnetization. Two-time linear response fun tions and orrelation fun tions are also onsidered, giving insights on the nature of
the nal nonequilibrium stationary state. The possibility of aging is also
dis ussed.
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Some fa ts about the mathemati al theory
of the Ising model and its generalizations

Yurij Kozitsky

Marie Sklodowska University, Lublin, POLAND

The rst part of the le ture gives an outlook of the main aspe ts of
the mathemati al theory of the Ising model. The existan e and dierentiability of the innite volume free energy density, in luding the properties onne ted with the Lee-Yang theorem, are dis ussed. Then the
equilibrium state of the model as a probability measure on the spa e of
ongurations is introdu ed, a number of its properties are des ribed. In
parti ular, the nonuniqueness/phase transitions properties are dis ussed
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on the base of Dobrushin's riterium, as well as of the Lebowitz/MartinL
of analiti ity results. In the se ond part of the le ture, the above s heme
is applied to the Ising model with a transverse eld (De Gennes model),
whi h ontains non- omutative operators. Here the Eu lidean approa h,
in whi h quantum states are represented by probability measures, is employed.
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Quantum phase transitions in alternating
transverse Ising hains

Oleg Derzhko

Institute for Condensed Matter Physi s, National A ad. S i.
of Ukraine and Ivan Franko National University of Lviv,
UKRAINE

We start from re alling generally known topi s of the phase transition
theory: phase transitions of the rst and the se ond order in lassi al systems at nonzero temperature, the Onsager solution of the square-latti e
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Ising model, riti al behaviour of the physi al quantities, universality,
s aling, renormalization group. Then we turn to the basi on epts of
quantum phase transition theory dis ussing the experiment of Bitko,
Rosenbaum and Aeppli (1996) on Ising system (LiHoF4 ) pla ed in a
magneti eld transverse to the magneti axis and the phase diagram of
the Ising spin model in the plane temperature - transverse eld. Onedimensional spin- 12 Ising model in a transverse eld is a simplest model
exhibiting the se ond-order quantum phase transition. We dis uss a relation of that model to the square-latti e Ising model and present the
`old' results of rigorous al ulation derived by Pfeuty (1970). The essential tool in this solution is the Jordan-Wigner fermionization. We briey
explain how the fermioni des ription an be introdu ed and thus how
the results of Pfeuty (and some other results) were derived. We ontrast
quantum and lassi al transverse Ising hains emphasizing that the zerotemperature ontinuous phase transition driven by the transverse eld
o urs in the quantum hain only.
The se ond part of the le ture deals with the ee ts of regular alternation of the Hamiltonian parameters (i.e., the intersite ex hange intera tion and on-site eld) on the quantum phase transition. We elaborate an approa h based on ontinued fra tions for rigorous al ulation
of the thermodynami quantities. The spin orrelation fun tions for regularly alternating transverse Ising hains an be obtained numeri ally.
We dis uss in detail the ase of a hain of period 2 omparing exa t
analyti al and exa t numeri al results for the ground state properties.
Moreover, we demonstrate how the ground state (and therefore all spin
orrelation fun tions) an derived for spe ial parameter values. We omplete the analysis of the ee ts of regular alternation examining the
low-temperature behaviour of the spe i heat. We sket h the phase diagram for a hain of period 3. We end up with on lusions emphasizing
the ee ts of regular alternation on the se ond-order quantum phase
transition in the transverse Ising hain.
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